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THE HUNT FOR THE HOLY GRAIL
CreateSpace Mark Lockheed is an archaeologist. It's supposed to be an exciting job, only, he works for the government and it just isn't
like the movies. He spends his days anonymous among a sea of suits. All of that is about to change...a lifelong obsession and a string
of eccentric billionaires throw him into a globetrotting adventure that brings him closer to the love of his life, and could change the
face of the entire world forever.

THE LOST CHALICE
Montlake Romance Relic hunter Kendall Morgan must use her sixth sense to track down the Holy Grail before the Reaper can get to it,
in a quest that tests her abilities and all she thought she knew.

COMPUTERWORLD
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT inﬂuencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
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THE BOOK-HUNTER AT HOME
THE SEDUCTION CODE (A REMI LAURENT FBI SUSPENSE THRILLER—BOOK 6)
Ava Strong In an ancient abbey in Ireland, once thought to be home to the Knights Templar, a murder has occurred—and a priceless
artifact has been stolen. As brilliant history professor teams up with the FBI, she fears the worst: the killer has found the one
legitimate lead to the Holy Grail—and will stop at nothing until he ﬁnds it. THE SEDUCTION CODE (A Remi Laurent FBI Suspense
Thriller) is book #6 in a new series by mystery and suspense author Ava Strong, which begins with THE DEATH CODE (Book #1). FBI
Special Agent Daniel Walker, 40, known for his ability to hunt killers, his street-smarts, and his disobedience, is singled out from the
Behavioral Analysis Unit and assigned to the FBI’s new Antiquities unit. The unit, formed to hunt down priceless relics in the global
world of antiquities, has no idea how to enter the mind of a murderer. Remi Laurent, 34, brilliant history professor at Georgetown, is
the world’s leading expert in obscure historic artifacts. Shocked when the FBI asks for her help to ﬁnd a killer, she ﬁnds herself
reluctantly partnered with this rude American FBI agent. Special Agent Walker and Remi Laurent are an unlikely duo, with his ability to
enter killers’ minds and her unparalleled scholarship, the only thing they have in common, their determination to decode the clues
and stop a killer. Remi and Daniel’s search leads them into the ancient abbeys and dark cloisters of the UK countryside in a desperate
hunt for the killer. Why is he after the Grail—and why does he seem so conﬁdent he can ﬁnd it? Who will he kill next? And will Remi be
smart enough to ﬁnd a relic that has been lost for centuries? An unputdownable crime thriller featuring an unlikely partnership
between a jaded FBI agent and a brilliant historian, the REMI LAURENT series is a riveting mystery, grounded in history, and packed
with suspense and revelations that will leave you continuously in shock, and ﬂipping pages late into the night. Future books in the
series will be available soon.

THE CHALICE OF MAGDALENE
THE SEARCH FOR THE CUP THAT HELD THE BLOOD OF CHRIST
Simon and Schuster Reveals the discovery of an artifact that many experts believe may be the Holy Grail • Traces the journey of the
Grail from the Holy Land to Rome and eventually to a ruined chapel in Shropshire, England • Uncovers new evidence identifying the
historical King Arthur and his connection to the Holy Grail The popular Arthurian stories of the Middle Ages depict the Holy Grail as
Christ’s cup from the Last Supper, which was believed to have been endowed with miraculous healing powers and the ability to give
eternal life to whoever drank from it. A much earlier tradition, however, claimed the Grail was the vessel used by Mary Magdalene to
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collect Christ’s blood when he appeared to her after rising from the tomb. While many vessels were claimed to have been the true
Grail, there was only one thought to have been the chalice used by Mary. From Jesus’ empty tomb, where it remained for almost 400
years, this holy relic known as the Marian Chalice was taken to Rome by the mother of the ﬁrst Christian emperor, Constantine the
Great. It was then smuggled from Rome in 410 A.D., according to the ﬁfth-century historian Olympiodorus, to save it from the
barbarians who sacked the city. Well into the Middle Ages legend persisted that it had been taken to safety in Britain, the last outpost
of Roman civilization in Western Europe. This journey to England, and what happened to the Chalice there, is the focus of this book.
Graham Phillips’s research uncovers the secret legacy of an ancient noble family over generations and a trail of clues hidden in the
English countryside that lead to a mysterious grotto, a forgotten attic, and the lost chalice. In tracing the relic, Phillips oﬀers the inside
story behind an astonishing adventure that results in the identiﬁcation of the historical King Arthur and the location of one of the most
powerful symbols in Western tradition.

THE PURCHASE OF THE PAST
COLLECTING CULTURE IN POST-REVOLUTIONARY PARIS C.1790–1890
Cambridge University Press Oﬀers a broad and vivid overview of the culture of collecting in France over the long nineteenth-century.

HARLEQUIN (THE GRAIL QUEST, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK It was the time when the English came across the Channel to take the battle to the French.

THE HOLY LANCE
The year is 1191. A daring counterattack against the Saracens' last-ditch eﬀort to relieve the besieged city of Acre has not only saved
the Third Crusade from a fatal defeat; it has also brought the leader of that counterattack, English Templar Michael Fitz Alan, to the
attention of King Richard the Lionheart. In the days that follow, the king charges Fitz Alan with a life-or-death mission - to recover the
long-lost Holy Lance, a religious relic widely believed to be responsible for the near-miraculous success of the First Crusade. The
ensuing quest leads Fitz Alan and a hand-picked band of Templars on a journey deep into enemy territory, where they battle
Saracens, Assassins, hostile Christians and even a traitor within their own ranks as they seek to return the Holy Lance to Christian
hands and thereby ensure the liberation of Jerusalem and the success of the crusade.
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THE GRAIL LEGEND
Princeton University Press Writing in a clear and readable style, two leading women of the Jungian school of psychology present this
legend as a living myth that is profoundly relevant to modern life. 17 illustrations.

THE DA VINCI CODE
Random House Harvard professor Robert Langdon receives an urgent late-night phone call while on business in Paris: the elderly
curator of the Louvre, Jacques Sauni're, has been brutally murdered inside the museum. Alongside the body, police have found a
series of baﬄing codes. As Langdon and a gifted French cryptologist, Sophie Neveu, begin to sort through the bizarre riddles, they are
stunned to ﬁnd a trail that leads to the works of Leonardo Da Vinci - and suggests the answer to a mystery that stretches deep into
the vault of history. Langdon suspects the late curator was involved in the Priory of Sion - a centuries old secret society - and has
sacriﬁced his life to protect the Priory's most sacred trust: the location of a vastly important religious relic hidden for centuries. But it
now appears that Opus Dei, a clandestine sect that has long plotted to seize the Prirory's secret, has now made its move. Unless
Langdon and Neveu can decipher the labyrinthine code and quickly assemble the pieces of the puzzle, the Priory's secret - and a
stunning historical truth - will be lost forever. Breaking the mould of traditional suspense novels, The DA VINCI CODE is simultaneously
lightning-paced, intelligent and intricately layered with remarkable research and detail. And in this exclusive edition Dan Brown allows
the reader behind the scenes of the novel which now incorporates over 150 photographs and illustrations throughout the text showing
the rich historical tapestry from which he drew his inspiration. The visual sources which provide both the backdrop and the stimulus
for the novel's action are revealed for the ﬁrst time and uniquely complement the reading experience.

COLORING BOOK AND POSTER COLLECTION
ILLUSTRATIONS NOTHING LIKE A GOOD BEER TO GET SOME INSPIRATION COMICS
COLORING BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO BOOK): 20 pages for coloring + 20 removable
postersContent included:1/ Illustrations Nothing Like A Good Beer To Get Some Inspiration Comics2/ Illustrations Deep Sleep Fantasy3/
Illustrations Crusade Fantasy4/ Illustrations The Priest Fantasy5/ Illustrations Meat Hunter Fantasy6/ Illustrations Unchained Anime &
Manga7/ Illustrations The Burning Soul Fantasy8/ Illustrations Rpo Fantasy9/ Illustrations Across The Galaxy Comics10/ Illustrations
American Killer Comics11/ Illustrations Astronaut Fishing Comics12/ Illustrations Astronaut Jellyﬁsh Comics13/ Illustrations Astronaut
Octopus Comics14/ Illustrations Astronaut Punkster Comics15/ Illustrations Astronaut Rebel Comics16/ Illustrations Astronaut Skater
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Comics17/ Illustrations Axes Comics18/ Illustrations Bike To The Moon Comics19/ Illustrations Born To Ride Comics20/ Illustrations
Break The Noise ComicsTAGs: red nature water ﬂower landscape cartoon australia white barnaby joyce like a good old root vikki
campion labour liberal nationals politics democracy aussie senate logan paul pepe ksi pewdiepie internet police stickers dank anime
smosh nigahiga dantdm fernanﬂoo america beta reddit spongebob bee movie media movies jokes television elon musk donald trump
chinaski bukowski post oﬀcie factotum ﬁrst line it began as mistake beat author poet bottle charles expect appriate everything xander
harris buﬀy the vampire slayer penis humor typography bad can fan gift lover pong beers cold craft traditionalmedia handpainted
gouache mouse sleep sleeping animals animal tiny little wild wildlife kid children nursery laorel tase all seeing eye never cause caus
because cousin death hiphop streetwear nas urban streetart sprayer rap music deep iris illuminati third new york state mind mobb
underground moon night awake biggie pac machine learning predict artiﬁcial intelligence keras tensor ﬂow python neural network rnn
knn lstm coderman paralysis cringe fried bass boosted alien ayyy lmao dragon age inquisition da solas fenharel dread wolf underwater
drowning elf fantasy videogames man programming pip install code programmer hacker django sticker laptop london united kingdom
great britain queen king empire commonwealth fun artist purple party ﬂag word wordplay unisex crusade defend independence
tourist tourism hoodie travel collection union jack city holiday history nazis relic dinosaur chapter crystal skull holy grail aliens kingdon
of 80s adventure action steven spielberg karen allen harrison ford classic temple doom last indiana jone whip map gold pirates
catholic catholicism church christianity christian devotion rosary crusader soldier warrior cross pray sword shield helmet medieval
knight jones poster les mis miserables musical archaeology indy dr ﬁlm pop culture doctor doctors raiders lost ark nerdy geeky nerd
geekery 90s apgar arts god is within her she will not fall female empowerment equality lutheran bible psalm priest vicar amelia
bloodborne blood borne supplicant priestess divine monster spooky scary horror creature halloween october empires aoe wololo metal
heavy rock n roll horns devil metallica megadeth iron maiden judas guitar guitarist drums drummer song episcopal clergy deacon
parish jesus welcome lgbt gay miraculous medal heart mary holiness blessed virgin sunday school teachers religion deviljho jho
hunter monhun meat chibi hunting deer cuts riﬂe bow hunt buck gifts for guys ideas hunters arrow arrowhead arc crossbow bolt armor
stone copper time neolithikum collector eat to survive food chef come down later moose soup cook cooking foodie lady rustic country
western joke bull elk silhouette outdoorsman outdoorsmen outdoor tailgate bbq barbecue bbp pit ﬁre fathers day dad daddy pops
sperm donor fa

BOOKS OUT LOUD
RELICS OF THE CHRIST
University Press of Kentucky Religious relics, deﬁned as “either portions of or objects connected with the body of a saint or other holy
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person,” are among the most revered items in the world. Christian relics such as the Holy Grail, the True Cross, and the Lance of
Longinus are also the source of limitless controversy. Such items have incited people to bloodshed and, some say, have been a source
of miracles. Relics inspire fear and hope among the faithful and yet are a perennial target for skeptics, both secular and Christian. To
research the authenticity of numerous Christian relics, Joe Nickell takes a scientiﬁc approach to a ﬁeld of study all too often tainted by
premature conclusions. In this volume, Nickell investigates such renowned relics as the Shroud of Turin, the multiple heads of John the
Baptist, and the supposedly incorruptible corpses of saints, ﬁrst examining the available evidence and documented history of each
item. From accounts of true believers to the testimony of the relics’ alleged fabricators, Nickell then presents all sides of each story,
allowing the evidence to speak for itself. For each relic, Nickell evaluates both the corroborating and contradictory bodies of evidence
and explores whether the relic and attributed miracles can be reconstructed. In addition to his own experiments, Nickell presents
ﬁndings from the world’s top scientists and historians regarding these controversial objects of reverence and ire, explaining the
circumstances under which each case was examined. Radiocarbon dating and tests to determine the validity of substances such as
blood or patina indicate a variety of possible origins. Nickell even reveals some of the techniques used to create archaeological
forgeries and explains how investigators have exposed them. Each relic is a mystery to be solved; guided by the maxim,
“extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof,” Nickell seeks only the truth.

THE PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
THE HOLY GRAIL
IMAGINATION AND BELIEF
Allan Lane In this fascinating work, Barber traces the history of the legends surrounding the Holy Grail, beginning with Chrtien de
Troyes's great romances of the twelfth century and the medieval Church's religious version of the secular ideal.

THE RESURRECTION MAKER
HarperCollins From the acclaimed author of the international sensation Library of the Dead comes a nail-biting new thriller that spans
the globe and reaches back through the centuries in a dangerous, breathless search for the answer to one of history’s most
provocative and intriguing questions: Does the Holy Grail exist? Fifteenth-century England. For centuries, rulers, clerics, scholars and
adventurers have searched in vain for the sacred cup from which Christ drank at the Last Supper. Locked up in a cold, damp cell, the
knight Thomas Malory is despondent: he has failed in his quest to recover the Grail. He decides to write his famed work Le Morte
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D’Arthur, hiding within his tale of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table an enormous secret: the key to ﬁnding the Grail.
England, present day. Arthur Malory, a scientist and amateur archaeologist, has just seen his best friend die at the hands of a ruthless
murderer. It all started with a phone call about a potential sensational discovery about their shared passion: the Holy Grail. And now
the killers are after Arthur . . . Thrust into a life-or-death quest to ﬁnd the precious artifact, Arthur must follow a chain of clues left by
his illustrious ancestor, Thomas Malory. His quest spans the centuries and takes him to King Arthur’s Cornwall, Renaissance England,
the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, a modern physics lab in Modane, France, and ultimately, inevitably, to Jerusalem and the legendary
tomb of Christ. The Resurrection Maker eﬀortlessly blends history, science, and explosive questions in a page-turning adventure that
takes us to the heart of mysterious forces dating to the very origin of the universe. Readers will be treated to smarts, thrills, and
nonstop entertainment in this irresistible treasure hunt of a story, the next blockbuster from the writer who has been called “the
Indiana Jones of literature.” PRAISE FOR GLENN COOPER'S LIBRARY OF THE DEAD: “Both incandescent and explosive. A seamless
blend of modern-day thriller and historical mystery with an ending that left me breathless. A debut not to be missed.” —JAMES
ROLLINS “Prepare to be enthralled by this epic thriller. Glenn Cooper’s debut novel is a masterpiece of suspense.” —PETERBOROUGH
EVENING TELEGRAPH

THE SECRET GLORY
BoD – Books on Demand Reproduction of the original: The Secret Glory by Arthur Machen

THE GRAIL
FROM CELTIC MYTH TO CHRISTIAN SYMBOL
Princeton University Press The medieval legend of the Grail, a tale about the search for supreme mystical experience, has never
ceased to intrigue writers and scholars by its wildly variegated forms: the settings have ranged from Britain to the Punjab to the
Temple of Zeus at Dodona; the Grail itself has been described as the chalice used by Christ at the Last Supper, a stone with
miraculous youth-preserving virtues, or a vessel containing a man's head swimming in blood. In his classic exploration of the major
versions, Roger Sherman Loomis shows how the Grail, once a Celtic vessel of plenty, evolved into the Christian Grail with miraculous
powers. Loomis bases his argument on historical examples involving the major motifs and characters in the legends, beginning with
the Arthurian legend recounted in the 1180 French poem by Chrétien de Troyes. Loomis's book builds suspense as he proceeds from
one puzzle to the next in revealing the meaning behind the legends.--From publisher description.
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HERETIC (THE GRAIL QUEST, BOOK 3)
HarperCollins UK The eagerly anticipated follow-up to the number one bestseller Vagabond, this is the third instalment in Bernard
Cornwell's Grail Quest series.

THE HERETICS' REVENGE
THE FINAL SEARCH FOR THE HOLY GRAIL
Condemned as heretics by the Catholic Church, the 13th-century Cathars are persecuted, tortured, and ﬁnally burned alive at
Montségur. But according to legend, they hide their riches and relic beyond the castle walls on the eve of their demise. In the 1930s,
Otto Rahn dedicates his life to recovering the long-forgotten relic, and coerced by Himmler joins the SS to ﬁnd the 'Holy Grail' for the
Nazis. Exposed as both Jewish and homosexual, Rahn commits suicide. But not before he entrusts his notes to his niece. Notes that
have never been found. Seeking a challenge after retiring early, businessman Steve Jackson embarks on a modern-day search for the
fabled Cathar cache. With French girlfriend, Manon Lubin, they locate Rahn's abandoned clues in the Black Forest. The notes become
a key to locating a religious discovery even greater than the Dead Sea Scrolls and unleash a 750-year old time-capsule of revenge
that threatens to shake the Church of Rome to its foundations. The massacre of the Cathars and the true story of Otto Rahn are
interweaved and then continued with the ﬁctional search for the treasure and relic. Rich in historical detail, this fascinating and
absorbing story, set in France and London, climaxes with a thought-provoking and controversial conclusion that brings - The Heretics'
Revenge.

THE GRAIL
RELIC OF AN ANCIENT RELIGION
John Hunt Publishing A detailed and extensive search through the history of Arthurian literature and the Island of Britain to discover
the true form, nature and purpose of the "Holy Grail".

HITLER'S HOLY RELICS
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A TRUE STORY OF NAZI PLUNDER AND THE RACE TO RECOVER THE CROWN JEWELS OF THE HOLY ROMAN
EMPIRE
Simon and Schuster From Paris to Stalingrad, the Nazis systematically plundered all manner of art and antiquities. But the ﬁrst and
most valuable treasure they looted were the Crown Jewels of the Holy Roman Empire. This is the true-life Indiana Jones story of a
college professor turned Army sleuth who foils a Nazi plot to preserve these cherished symbols of Hitler's Thousand Year Reich. Author
Sidney Kirkpatrick draws on recently discovered and previously unpublished documents, including interrogation and intelligence
reports, diaries and correspondence, as well as on interviews with all remaining living participants involved with the case, to re-create
this thrilling true-life story.

CRUSHING CURIOSITY
A tense psychological thriller exploring the motivation and background that lead to murder and choice of victim.

RELICS OF THE CHRIST
University Press of Kentucky Religious relics, deﬁned as “either portions of or objects connected with the body of a saint or other holy
person,” are among the most revered items in the world. Christian relics such as the Holy Grail, the True Cross, and the Lance of
Longinus are also the source of limitless controversy. Such items have incited people to bloodshed and, some say, have been a source
of miracles. Relics inspire fear and hope among the faithful and yet are a perennial target for skeptics, both secular and Christian. To
research the authenticity of numerous Christian relics, Joe Nickell takes a scientiﬁc approach to a ﬁeld of study all too often tainted by
premature conclusions. In this volume, Nickell investigates such renowned relics as the Shroud of Turin, the multiple heads of John the
Baptist, and the supposedly incorruptible corpses of saints, ﬁrst examining the available evidence and documented history of each
item. From accounts of true believers to the testimony of the relics’ alleged fabricators, Nickell then presents all sides of each story,
allowing the evidence to speak for itself. For each relic, Nickell evaluates both the corroborating and contradictory bodies of evidence
and explores whether the relic and attributed miracles can be reconstructed. In addition to his own experiments, Nickell presents
ﬁndings from the world’s top scientists and historians regarding these controversial objects of reverence and ire, explaining the
circumstances under which each case was examined. Radiocarbon dating and tests to determine the validity of substances such as
blood or patina indicate a variety of possible origins. Nickell even reveals some of the techniques used to create archaeological
forgeries and explains how investigators have exposed them. Each relic is a mystery to be solved; guided by the maxim,
“extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof,” Nickell seeks only the truth.
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SPEAR OF DESTINY
Weiser Books An account of the legendary spear which pierced the side of Christ which has been invested with occult powers. It tells
the story of the chain of men who possessed the spear, from Herod to Adolf Hitler, and how they sought to change the face of history
by wielding its good and evil powers.

VAGABOND
A NOVEL
Harper Collins From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the sequel to The Archer's Tale—the spellbinding tale of a
young man, a fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. In 1347, a
year of conﬂict and unrest, Thomas of Hookton returns to England to pursue the Holy Grail. Among the ﬂames of the Hundred Years
War, a sinister enemy awaits the fabled archer and mercenary soldier: a bloodthirsty Dominican Inquisitor who also seeks
Christendom's most holy relic. But neither the horrors of the battleﬁeld nor sadistic torture at the Inquisitor's hands can turn Thomas
from his sworn mission. And his thirst for vengeance will never be quenched while the villainous black rider who destroyed everything
he loved still lives. "Cornwell writes the best battle scenes of any writer I've read past or present."—George R.R. Martin

IN THE BLOOD
JAMES REECE 5
Simon and Schuster **NOW AN AMAZON PRIME TV SERIES STARRING CHRIS PRATT** 'Take my word for it, James Reece is one rowdy
motherf***er. Get ready!' Chris Pratt A woman boards a plan in Burkina Faso having just completed a targeted assassination for the
state of Israel. Two minutes after takeoﬀ her plane is blown out of the sky. 6000 miles to the east, James Reece watches the names
and pictures of the victims cross cable news. One face triggers a distant memory of a Mossad operative attached to the CIA years
earlier in Iraq, a woman with ties to the intelligence services of two nations, a woman Reece thought he would never see again… In a
global pursuit spanning four continents, James Reece will enlist the help of friends new and old to track down her killer and walk right
into a trap set by a master sniper, a sniper who has enlisted help of his own… The 5th in the bestselling James Reece series, from
former Navy SEAL Jack Carr. If you loved Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Peter James's Roy Grace or Michael Connelly's Mickey Haller, you
will love James Reece! Praise for Jack Carr: ‘A propulsive and compulsive series. Jack Carr’s James Reece is the kind of guy you’d want
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to have in your corner. A suspenseful and exhilarating thrill-ride. Jack Carr is the real deal’ Andy McNab 'This is seriously good . . . the
suspense is unrelenting, and the tradecraft is so authentic the government will probably ban it – so read it while you can!' Lee Child
'With a particular line in authentic tradecraft, this fabulously unrelenting thrill-ride was a struggle to put down' Mark Dawson 'Gritty,
raw and brilliant!' Tom Marcus ‘So powerful, so pulse-pounding, so well-written – rarely do you read a debut novel this damn good’
Brad Thor 'Carr writes both from the gut and a seemingly inﬁnite reservoir of knowledge in the methods of human combat. Loved it!'
Chris Hauty 'A powerful, thoughtful, realistic, at times terrifying thriller that I could not put down. A terriﬁc addition to the genre, Jack
Carr and his alter-ego protagonist, James Reece, continue to blow me away' Mark Greaney 'Thrilling' Publishers Weekly

THE GRAIL DIARY
Blurb This is a replica of the prop used in the movie. Every page has been painstakingly recreated to match the original and has been
printed using premium quality paper and materials entirely made in North America. The softcover is not real leather although it is
printed to look like a leather journal. There are no inserts in this journal, only the printed pages of the diary, any inserts will need to be
created or purchased separately.

MAGNOLIA MYSTIC
Entangled: Amara Two words: Immortal Pirates. It doesn't get better than that! Sexy, spicy, and so much fun--I can't wait for the next
one! - Alyssa Day, NY Times bestselling author Skye Olson is a psychic like her mother, and her grandmother before her, but a bad
break up with the man she thought was her soulmate has left her conﬁdence in her abilities shaken. While she's in crisis, a real estate
tycoon from Atlanta swoops in with his eyes on her shop. Colton Hayes spent his mortal life plundering royal ships with his pirate crew,
but one holy relic changed everything. Now he and the rest of the crew protect the port of Savannah from their captain who traded his
cutlass for a fountain pen. When Colton discovers the captain wants to build a hotel in the heart of historic Savannah, he sets out to
stop him, but nothing could prepare him for the sexy smile and violet eyes of the Magnolia Mystic. Magnolia Mystic was previously a
part of the Magnolias & Moonshine collection. Each book in the Sentinels of Savannah series is STANDALONE: * Magnolia Mystic *
Pirate's Passion * Pirate’s Pleasure

RAT SCABIES AND THE HOLY GRAIL
The legend of the Holy Grail is far from unknown, but this is the ﬁrst time the quest has been given the punk rock treatment. "Rat
Scabies and the Holy Grail" is a psychedelic, Pythonesque road trip, a testimony to the sometimes odd nature of friendship, and a rich
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historical yarn.

LUCAN
Hachette UK THEIR LOVE IS FORBIDDEN Healer and high priestess of her people, Lady Cael is fated to life without a mate. But a
mysterious explorer named Lucan Rourke doesn't know her secrets, and his touch makes her crave a future that her extraordinary
birthright has forbidden her. . . BUT DANGER IS NO MATCH FOR DESIRE Lucan has just one mission on Pendragon: to ﬁnd the mythical
Holy Grail, Earth's only hope for survival. His powerful attraction to Cael is a distraction he can't aﬀord, unless he convinces her to join
forces with him. Yet working so closely together only heightens their passion . . . even when the terrifying truth of Cael's heritage
threatens to shatter Lucan's every belief-and the galaxy itself.

MYSTERIES OF TEMPLAR TREASURE & THE HOLY GRAIL
THE SECRETS OF RENNES LE CHATEAU
Weiser Books Next to Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland, no other place on Earth holds as much esoteric symbolism as France's Rennes le
Ch'teau. Its location and design are the subjects of countless rumors, myths, and legends. Mysteries of Templar Treasure and the Holy
Grail, formerly published as The Secrets of Rennes le Chateau, delves into the reality behind the action and adventure of The Da Vinci
Code. Rennes le Chateau has plenty of secrets: buried treasure, unsolved murders, supernatural powers, codes on parchments and
tombstones, not to mention clues concealed in statues and paintings, enigmatic priests who controlled immense wealth, and secret
societies that are still active today. The authors survey the arcane history and secrets of Rennes le Chateau, including its relationship
to the Merovingian bloodline of Christ. The Chateau is a possible location of an immense treasure, such as a Templar, Cathar, or Priory
of Sion hoard. The ﬁnal resting place of a famous artifact like the Ark of the Covenant, the Spear of Longinus, the Emerald Tablets of
Hermes Trismegistus- or even the Holy Grail. The authors also examine Rennes le Chateau's proximity to Cathar and Templar
fortresses, its mystical layout, and its location on the same Paris meridian as so many other esoteric mysteries. Extensive appendices
in the book oﬀer possible solutions to secret cryptograms, point out odd connections and commonalities between Rennes le Chateau
and J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings, and suggest the possibility of fourth-dimension/tesseract implications.

THE TIME HUNTERS
Lulu.com "Becky Mellor is a typical thirteen-year old girl. She likes Facebook, gossiping and plenty of sleep. When she and her brother,
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Joe, are invited to stay with their 'loony' Uncle Percy at his stately home, Bowen Hall, she thinks it'll be the worst summer ever. Her
mind soon changes when she sees Uncle Percy and his mysterious groundsman, Will Shakelock, performing a tooth extraction on
Milly, a Sabre-tooth tiger...So begins a thrilling time travelling adventure that leads Becky, Joe, Uncle Percy and Will to Victorian
England, Ancient Greece and Jurassic London in the search for the legendary Golden Fleece"--Page [4] of cover.

CRUSADERS
AN EPIC HISTORY OF THE WARS FOR THE HOLY LANDS
Head of Zeus Ltd From the bestselling author of The Templars. 'Voyages, battles, sieges and slaughter: Dan Jones's tumultuous and
thrilling history of the crusades is one of the best' SUNDAY TIMES. 'A powerful story brilliantly told. Dan Jones writes with pace, wit and
insight' HELEN CASTOR. 'A fresh and vibrant account of a conﬂict that raged across medieval centuries' JONATHAN PHILLIPS. Dan
Jones, best-selling chronicler of the Middle Ages, turns his attention to the history of the Crusades – the sequence of religious wars
fought between the late eleventh century and late medieval periods, in which armies from European Christian states attempted to
wrest the Holy Land from Islamic rule, and which have left an enduring imprint on relations between the Muslim world and the West.
From the preaching of the First Crusade by Pope Urban II in 1095 to the loss of the last crusader outpost in the Levant in 1302-03, and
from the taking of Jerusalem from the Fatimids in 1099 to the fall of Acre to the Mamluks in 1291, Crusaders tells a tale soaked in
Islamic, Christian and Jewish blood, peopled by extraordinary characters, and characterised by both low ambition and high principle.
Dan Jones is a master of popular narrative history, with the priceless ability to write page-turning narrative history underpinned by
authoritative scholarship. Never before has the era of the Crusades been depicted in such bright and striking colours, or their story
told with such gusto. PRAISE FOR THE TEMPLARS: 'A fresh, muscular and compelling history of the ultimate military-religious crusading
order, combining sensible scholarship with narrative swagger' SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE. 'Dan Jones has created a gripping pageturner out of the dramatic history of the Templars' PHILIPPA GREGORY. 'The story of the Templars, the ultimate holy warriors, is an
extraordinary saga of fanaticism, bravery, treachery and betrayal, and in Dan Jones they have a worthy chronicler. The Templars is a
wonderful book!' BERNARD CORNWELL. 'Told with all Jones's usual verve and panache, this is a dramatic and gripping tale of courage
and stupidity, faith and betrayal' MAIL ON SUNDAY. 'This is another triumphant tale from a historian who writes as addictively as any
page-turning novelist' OBSERVER. 'The Templars is exhilarating, epic, sword-swinging history' TLS. 'Jones carries the Templars through
the crusades with clarity and verve. This is unabashed narrative history, fast-paced and full of incident ... Jones tells their story
extremely well' SUNDAY TIMES.
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BY FORCE ALONE
Head of Zeus Ltd 'Lavie Tidhar bears comparison with the best of Philip K. Dick' Financial Times. Britannia, AD 535. The Romans have
gone. While their libraries smoulder, roads decay and cities crumble, men with swords pick over civilisation's carcass, slaughtering
and being slaughtered in turn. This is the story of just such a man. Like the others, he had a sword. He slew until slain. Unlike the
others, we remember him. We remember King Arthur. This is the story of a land neither green nor pleasant. An eldritch isle of deep
forest and dark fell haunted by swaithes, boggarts and tod-lowries, Robin-Goodfellows and Jenny Greenteeths, and predators of rarer
appetite yet. This is the story of a legend forged from a pack of self-serving, turd-gilding, weasel-worded lies told to justify foul deeds
and ill-gotten gains.

A COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH PHRASES WITH BILINGUAL EXPLANATIONS
WILLIAM HOLMAN HUNT
THE TEMPLARS AND THE ARK OF THE COVENANT
THE DISCOVERY OF THE TREASURE OF SOLOMON
Simon and Schuster Oﬀers compelling evidence that the Knights Templar may have taken the Ark of the Covenant to the British Isles •
Presents scientiﬁc evidence aﬃrming the powers attributed to the Ark • Traces the Ark and the Stones of Fire from Jerusalem to
Jordan and ﬁnally to central England, where the Knights Templar hid them in the 14th century According to legend the Ark of the
Covenant was an ornate golden chest that was both a means of communicating with God and a terrible weapon used against the
enemies of the ancient Israelites. In order to use it the high priest had to wear a breastplate containing twelve sacred gemstones
called the Stones of Fire. These objects were kept in the Great Temple of Jerusalem until they vanished following the Babylonian
invasion in 597 B.C.E. At the ancient ruins of Petra in southern Jordan, Graham Phillips uncovered evidence that 13th-century
Templars found the Ark and the Stones of Fire, and that they brought these treasures back to central England when they ﬂed the
persecution of French king Philip the Fair a century later. The author followed ciphered messages left by the Templars in church
paintings, inscriptions, and stained glass windows to what may well be three of the Stones of Fire. When examined by Oxford
University scientists these stones were found to possess odd physical properties that interfered with electronic equipment and
produced a sphere of ﬂoating light similar to ball lightning. The Bible asserts that the Ark had the power to destroy armies and bring
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down the walls of cities. Now Graham Phillips provides scientiﬁc evidence that these claims may be true and oﬀers compelling
documentation that the Ark may be located in the English countryside, not far from the birthplace of William Shakespeare at Stratfordupon-Avon.

THE RELIC MASTER
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster Pressured by a patron who would buy a cardinalship, a sixteenth-century relic hunter and his best friend
unsuccessfully forge a shroud before being placed in the custody of mercenaries to steal the celebrated Shroud of Chambéry.
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